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Abstract

Dialogue act (DA) is the description of the in-001
tention or function of a dialogue utterance. In002
document-grounded dialogue, correctly under-003
standing the dialogue context is crucial for mod-004
els to select knowledge and inject knowledge005
into responses. Leveraging dialogue act can006
help to understand the dialogue context and007
consequently assist the utilization of document008
information. In this paper, we propose a novel009
framework leveraging two different kinds of010
DAs (model-annotated and human-annotated)011
for Knowledge Selection (KS) and Response012
Generation (RG). The framework consists of013
two modules: the prediction module is trained014
with multi-task learning and learns to select015
knowledge and predict the next DA; the gen-016
eration module uses the selected knowledge017
and the predicted DA for the RG. Our model018
achieves new state-of-the-art performance on019
three public datasets and the results verify that020
leveraging DA can help KS and RG. Our code021
and data will be released on github.com.022

1 Introduction023

Neural conversation models aim to generate mean-024

ingful responses. However, it is widely observed025

that the generated responses lack sufficient infor-026

mation (Li et al., 2016; Ghazvininejad et al., 2018).027

Previous researchers proposed different methods028

to alleviate this issue, such as introducing external029

knowledge to generate informative responses. The030

external knowledge can be structured knowledge031

triples (Zhou et al., 2018a; Wu et al., 2019) or un-032

structured text (Ghazvininejad et al., 2018; Dinan033

et al., 2018). The document-grounded dialogue034

(DGD) (Zhou et al., 2018b; Moghe et al., 2018;035

Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019) belongs to the latter036

and uses a document as external knowledge. A doc-037

ument contains multiple logically related sentences,038

which together constitute a description of the topic039

of the document. Figure 1 shows an example of040

DGD in the Doc2Dial dataset (Feng et al., 2020).041

Renew non-driver ID card

You can renew 1 year before and up to 2 
years after your non - driver ID expires.
…… If you are turning 21 soon , Wait 
until you are within 40 days of your 
21st birthday to renew. If you renew 
41 days or more before your 21st 
birthday , your ID will have UNDER 
21 on it. If your renewal is processed 
than 40 days before your birthday , we 
will mail you a non - driver ID card the 
words UNDER 21 on or near the date of 
your birthday. …… If you renew online 
, you will need to pay the regular fees 
for a non - driver ID card renewal.

User: "What do I need to know about 
renewing my ID card? "

Agent: "Are you over the age of 21 or 
will you be 21 soon?"

User: "Well I am 20 but I turn 21 next 
month. Does that make a difference?"

Agent: "Since you are within 40 days 
of your 21st birthday, you won't have 
to do anything different. Your new ID 
won't have "Under 21" printed on it."

Dialogue Act: "query condition"

Dialogue Act: "query condition"

Dialogue Act: "response positive"

Dialogue Act: "respond solution"

Figure 1: A DGD example in the Doc2Dial dataset.

The agent constructs the responses with the related 042

document sentences as external knowledge. 043

Two main challenges in the DGD task are knowl- 044

edge selection (KS) and response generation 045

(RG). KS is to select relevant document informa- 046

tion using dialogue context and RG is to use the 047

selected information to generate a response. To uti- 048

lize the document information, DGD models first 049

need to correctly understand the dialogue context. 050

Some earlier work relied on the encoding ability 051

of different kinds of encoders to capture the se- 052

mantic information of dialogue (Zhou et al., 2018b; 053

Moghe et al., 2018). These models performed the 054

interaction between dialogue and document with 055

attention operation (Meng et al., 2019; Qin et al., 056

2019), which was too simple to link the dialogue 057

with related knowledge and extract salient informa- 058

tion. Later work tried to capture the semantic infor- 059

mation change between dialogue contexts Li et al. 060

(2019) and capture the change of KS distribution 061

with dialogue utterances Kim et al. (2020); Meng 062

et al. (2020). However, these methods implicitly 063

modeled the semantic information of dialogues. It 064

is difficult for them to measure the understanding 065

of dialogue intention. 066

Recently, some researchers (Hedayatnia et al., 067

2020; Feng et al., 2020) tried to utilize explicit in- 068

formation, such as Dialogue Act (DA), to assist 069

the dialogues modeling in DGD. DA is long term 070

studied (Bunt et al., 2010, 2020) in open-domain di- 071

alogue research and is defined as the description of 072
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the intention or function of an utterance (Kawano073

et al., 2019). Figure 1 shows an example where di-074

alogue utterances are accompanied with DAs. The075

first utterance is labeled with a "query condition"076

DA, which means the user wants to acquire rele-077

vant document information. The second utterance078

is from the agent and also owns a DA of "query079

condition", which means the agent needs to clarify080

the age information of the user before answering.081

After getting a "positive" response, the agent can082

finally answer the first query with a DA of "respond083

solution". This example shows that DAs provide084

explicit guidance for utilizing the document infor-085

mation, in both KS and RG.086

However, human-annotated DA is expensive and087

most DGD datasets (Moghe et al., 2018; Qin et al.,088

2019) do not have this kind of label. Recently,089

Hedayatnia et al. (2020) used an SVM tagger to090

automatically annotate DA on the Topical-Chat091

dataset (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019). However,092

they only used these DAs for RG policy planning.093

Majumder et al. (2020) proposed a media interview094

dataset that labeled question types as DA. However,095

the DAs of the response utterances were not given.096

Most recently, Feng et al. (2020) introduced the097

Doc2Dial dataset with human-annotated DAs and098

their experiments showed the DA information was099

useful for KS but not helpful for RG.100

In this paper, we exploit DA information for101

the DGD task and analyze two research ques-102

tions (RQs): 1) Can we utilize DA information103

to improve both KS and RG in a DGD model? 2)104

There are two different DAs (human-annotated and105

model-annotated). Can the performances of the106

model-annotated DAs match the expensive human-107

annotated ones? We trained a DA tagger to annotate108

DA labels for DGD datasets. For RQ 1, we propose109

a framework that first selects knowledge and pre-110

dicts the next DA, then uses the selected knowledge111

and the predicted DA to generate a response. For112

RQ 2, we test human/model-annotated DAs on the113

same dataset to compare their effectiveness. Our114

contributions are as follows:115

(1) We propose a novel framework to leverage116

Dialogue Acts for Knowledge Selection and re-117

sponse generation (DAKS) in DGD task.118

(2) We train a BERT-based (Devlin et al., 2019)119

DA tagger with four public open-domain dialogue120

datasets1 under the ISO DA standard. We use this121

1They are DailyDialog (Li et al., 2017), Switchboard (God-
frey et al., 1992), AMI (Carletta et al., 2005), and Maptask
(Anderson et al., 1991).

. . . If you are turning 21 
soon ,  Wait until you are 
within 40 days of your 
21st birthday to renew. If 
you renew 41 days or 
more before your 21st 
birthday , your ID will 
have UNDER 21 on it. . . .

DA-aware 
Context

Generation Module
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Predicted span

Predicted span

Predicted span

Predicted span

Sentence 1 Sentence 2 Sentence 3

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Predicted DA:
"query condition"

User: "What do I need to know 
about renewing my ID card? "

Dialogue Act:"query condition"

Agent: "Are you over the age 
of 21 or will you be 21 soon?"

Figure 2: The architecture of the DAKS model.

well-trained tagger to annotate three public DGD 122

datasets2 for our experiments. 123

(3) We conduct extensive experiments and give 124

a detailed analysis of the results. The experimen- 125

tal results show that: 1) DAKS owns better KS 126

accuracy and RG quality than the state-of-the-art 127

models on all three DGD datasets; 2) The model- 128

annotated DAs have comparable effects with the 129

human-annotated ones. These results can help the 130

research of utilizing model-annotated DAs in open- 131

domain dialogue research. 132

2 Our Proposed Model 133

2.1 Problem Statement 134

Given document K = [K1,K2,...,K|K|] with |K| 135

sentences as external knowledge, a dialogue con- 136

text C = [C1,C2,...,C|C|] with |C| turns and the 137

response R = [R1,R2,...,Rr] with r tokens, the 138

DGD models learns to generate R with probabil- 139

ity P (R|K,C; Θ), Θ is the model’s parameters. 140

We introduce DA information S = [S1,S2,...,S|C|] 141

for C and SR for R in this probability, then the 142

generation model changes to P (R,SR|K,C,S;Θ). 143

The model learns to generate response and predict 144

the DA of the response. When the ground truth 145

knowledge is a sentence Ki, we can further sep- 146

arate P (R,SR|K,C,S;Θ) into prediction module 147

PKS(Ki,SR|K,C,S;ΘKS) and generation module 148

PRG(R|Ki,C,SR;ΘRG), ΘKS and ΘRG are mod- 149

els’ parameters. The prediction module predicts the 150

next DA while selecting knowledge, then the pre- 151

dicted DA and selected knowledge are sent to the 152

generation module to guide response generation. 153

2.2 Model Structure 154

The structure of DAKS is shown in Figure 2. We 155

define PKS and PRG with BERT and GPT-2, re- 156

2They are WoW (Dinan et al., 2018), Holl-E (Moghe et al.,
2018), and Doc2Dial.
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spectively. The DA tagger we trained will be intro-157

duced in the Experimental Setup section.158

2.2.1 Prediction module159

When the dialogue context is three turns, the in-160

put to BERT model is a concatenated sequence161

[C3;C2;C1;<ESP>;K], where [;] is the concatena-162

tion operation, <ESP> is a special token. Each DA163

description owns a specific trainable DA embed-164

ding. Hence each input word of the dialogue con-165

text is initialized with the sum of four embeddings:166

Word/DA/Positional (Vaswani et al., 2017)/Seg-167

ment (Devlin et al., 2019). Words in K are sim-168

ilarly initialized except without the DA embedding.169

The multi-layer bidirectional attention mechanism170

in BERT allows the dialogue context C and the171

DA information S to sufficiently interact with each172

other, resulting in DA-aware Context representa-173

tions, which is then used for KS and DA prediction.174

For KS, we use the span extraction method175

in Machine Reading Comprehension (MRC) (Ra-176

jpurkar et al., 2016). This means the model learns177

to predict the start and end positions of a text span.178

We use a Span Revision method that forces the179

model to predict a whole sentence instead of ran-180

dom positions. Compared with the previous meth-181

ods (Kim et al., 2020; Meng et al., 2020) of en-182

coding candidate sentences into a vector represen-183

tation, the MRC-based method can make better184

use of the semantic information between sentences.185

The reasons include: 1) The multi-head attention186

mechanism in BERT provides sufficient interaction187

between dialogue and knowledge sentences at the188

word level, so as to leverage the overall document189

information for selection; 2) The word-level inter-190

action is consistent with the pre-training process191

of BERT, so as to fully leverage the ability of the192

model. A Cross-Entropy (CE) loss is calculated as193

the KS Loss:194

LKS =− 1

N

N∑
i=1

(logP (ysi ) + logP (yei )), (1)195

where N is the number of training samples, ysi196

and yei are the ground-truth start and end positions197

of knowledge sentence, respectively. For the next198

DA SR, we pass the last BERT layer’s represen-199

tation of the special token <ESP> into a MLP to200

predict the next DA. The DA prediction loss LDA201

is a CE loss between predicted DA label yi and202

ground-truth DA label ȳi:203

LDA =− 1

N

N∑
i=1

(ȳilogP (yi)). (2) 204

During training, the KS module needs to select 205

the accurate knowledge sentence and predict the 206

correct DA simultaneously. The LDA is easier to 207

be trained since the DA only has a few categories. 208

We test different weight coefficient to balance the 209

two objects: LBERT = αLDA+(1− α)LKS . The 210

empirical value is α = 0.25. 211

2.2.2 Generation module 212

GPT-2 is a Transformer-based (Vaswani et al., 213

2017) language model with a stack of masked 214

multi-head self-attention layers which are suitable 215

for language generation tasks. Following Rashkin 216

et al. (2021), we treat DA descriptions as control 217

tokens and prepend DAs to the input sequence of 218

the GPT-2 model. The input to generation module 219

is [SR;C3;C2;C1;Ki], words are initialized with 220

the sum of Word/Positional embeddings. Dialogue 221

context first interacts with SR to get new DA-aware 222

Context representations, which consequently inter- 223

acts with Ki to get (Knowledge/DA)-aware repre- 224

sentations. The final interaction results are used for 225

generation. The RG Loss is as follows: 226

LRG =− 1

N

N∑
i=1

r∑
t=1

(logP (Rt
i)), (3) 227

where Rt
i is the t-th word of the i-th response. 228

The BERT and GPT-2 models are fine-tuned sepa- 229

rately and then combined into a DGD framework. 230

3 Experimental Setup 231

3.1 Datasets 232

We choose three public datasets in DGD research: 233

WoW, Holl-E, and Doc2Dial. They all have ground- 234

truth knowledge sentence labels that can be used 235

to test the KS accuracy. Doc2Dial has human- 236

annotated DAs while WoW and Holl-E do not have. 237

After using DA tagger to annotated DA on them, 238

we can compare model-annotated DAs with human- 239

annotated ones on Doc2Dial and verify the effect of 240

using DA information on all three datasets. We use 241

the 1.0.1 version of Doc2Dial and use the valida- 242

tion set for testing since we do not have the access 243

to the test set. Tabel 1 shows the data statistics3. 244
3There are Test seen/unseen sets in WoW according to

whether including topics not seen in the training set and there
are Test single/multi-references sets in Holl-E according to
one/multiple ground-truth responses to a dialogue context.
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Datasets Dialogues (Train/Validation/Test) T.s/Dialog W./T. External Source W./Source C.K.S./T.
WoW 22,311 (18,430 / 1,948 / 1,933) 9.1 17.2 1,356,509 (sentences) 30.7 61.2
Holl-E 9,071 (7,228 / 930 / 913) 10.0 15.3 921 (documents) 727.8 57.6
Doc2Dial 4,135 (3,474 / 661 / –) 15.6 14.0 458 (documents) 947.0 73.1

Table 1: Statistics of Datasets. "W./T./C.K.S." is "Words/Turn/Candidate Knowledge Sentences", respectively.

WoW / Holl-E / Doc2Dial Doc2Dial
Model DA (Utterances) Human DA (Utterances)

inform(159.6K/76.8K/20.8K) query condition(6.8K)
question(41.7K/14.3K/5.3K) respond solution(18.6K)

directive(664/320/167) respond solution pos(511)
commissive(39/10/18) respond solution neg(407)

Table 2: Statistics of the model/human-annotated DAs.

3.2 DA Tagger245

We train a DA tagger with a BERT-base model.246

Following DailyDialog (Li et al., 2017), we se-247

lect four DA labels in ISO standard, which are248

"inform/question/directive/commissive". Then fol-249

lowing Mezza et al. (2018), we choose three250

commonly used public dialogue datasets (Switch-251

board, AMI, and Maptask) and map the human-252

annotated DAs in these datasets to the four ISO253

labels. By keeping the utterances longer than 2254

words, we get 208,718 utterances from DailyDi-255

alog/Switchboard/AMI/Maptask, the label distri-256

bution is {’inform’: 136,406, ’question’: 39,085,257

’directive’: 23,283, ’commissive’: 9,944}, the av-258

erage utterance length is 12.5. These data are real259

human conversations coming from different do-260

mains. We randomly split these data into train and261

validation (9:1) and train the DA tagger to learn the262

common dialogue patterns in these utterances. The263

input to the DA tagger is utterances and the output264

is the corresponding DA labels4. To test the capabil-265

ity of the DA tagger, we randomly select 200 utter-266

ances from WoW and 100 utterances from Holl-E.267

We mix these utterances and manually annotate268

them with the four ISO DA labels. After training,269

the tagger achieves 93.7% accuracy on these 300270

utterances. We also test the tagger on Doc2Dial.271

There are 4 different DAs for agent in Doc2Dial:272

"query condition"/"respond solution"/"respond so-273

lution positive"/"respond solution negative". We274

select the 6,785 utterances with "query conditions"275

DA for testing. The DA tagger assigns the "ques-276

tion" label to 90.9% of them. These testing results277

show that the DA tagger is well-trained and could278

be used for our experiment. We use the tagger to an-279

notate WoW/Holl-E/Doc2Dial. The statistics of the280

model/human-annotated DAs are shown in Table281

4We use the last BERT layer’s representation of the first
word (a special token <CLS>) to predict the DA label.

2. It is reasonable that the "inform/question" labels 282

account for the vast majority because the DGD task 283

is mainly to consult and provide information. More 284

details about DA tagger are in Appendix B. 285

3.3 Baselines 286

We compare with the following baselines: (1) 287

Transformer Memory Network (TMN) (Dinan 288

et al., 2018) uses Transformer structure for KS and 289

is introduced along with WoW dataset. (2) Sequen- 290

tial Knowledge Transformer (SKT) (Kim et al., 291

2020) uses BERT as encoder and selects knowledge 292

with a sequential latent variable model. (3) Dual 293

Knowledge Interaction Network (DukeNet) (Meng 294

et al., 2020) is a state-of-the-art model which uses 295

BERT as encoder and proposes a knowledge shifter 296

and tracker module for KS. (4) KnowledGPT is a 297

state-of-the-art DGD model proposed by Zhao et al. 298

(2020). It uses BERT and GPT-2 to jointly optimize 299

knowledge selection and response generation5. 300

We choose these baselines for two reasons: 301

1) they are all explicit KS models and SKT/ 302

DukeNet/KnowledGPT/DAKS all employ BERT 303

as encoder, so we can fairly compare the KS accu- 304

racy between them6; 2) KnowledGPT/DAKS both 305

use GPT-2 as generation module, we can fairly 306

compare the generation quality between them. We 307

also present several different settings of DAKS. 308

DAKS(-DA) is the model without DA as input, it 309

only take K, C to predict Ki and generate response 310

with Ki and C. DAKS(-LDA) is a prediction mod- 311

ule that only leverages DA for KS but does not 312

predict the next DA, its results can show the effect 313

of LDA. DAKS(GT) is a GPT-2 model using di- 314

alogue history, ground truth knowledge sentence, 315

and ground truth DA as input, it can be seen as the 316

generation upper bound of our method. 317

3.4 Implementation Details 318

The setting of the baseline models follows the pa- 319

pers that proposed them, please refer to each paper 320

for details. Our implementations of BERT-Base 321

5The code link is https://github.com/zhaoxlpku/KnowledG
PT. We only use the WoW dataset to compare with this work
since the authors only provide the evaluation code for WoW.

6RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019a) or ELECTRA (Clark et al.,
2020) can perform better than BERT in our experiments.
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and GPT-2-medium are based on the public Pytorch322

implementation7. During fine-tuning, we truncated323

the length of the dialogue context to 60 tokens and324

maximum input length to 512 tokens. The maxi-325

mum predicted span length is set to 90 words. In326

RG, the beam-search size is 5. All models are327

learned with Adam optimizer with β1 = 0.9 and β2328

= 0.999. We use a single Tesla v100s GPU with329

32gb memory to conduct experiments, the batch330

size is 4 for all datasets. The fine-tuning epochs are331

4 for the prediction module and 3 for the generation332

module. The DA tagger is trained for 5 epochs.333

3.5 Evaluation Metrics334

We use the following automatic evaluation metrics335

employed by the baselines. For KS, we use Hits@1336

(Dinan et al., 2018) to measure the KS and DA pre-337

diction accuracy. For RG, we use perplexity (PPL),338

unigram F1 (Dinan et al., 2018)8, BLEU-4 (Pap-339

ineni et al., 2002) of the ground-truth responses.340

Lower PPL and higher Hits@1/F1/BLEU-4 mean341

better performance. We recruit 3 professional re-342

searchers9 for manual evaluation. We randomly343

select 50/50 dialogue samples from the WoW un-344

seen/Doc2Dial validation sets, respectively. The345

generated responses to these samples are presented346

to the annotators accompanied with their corre-347

sponding dialogue history (3 turns) and external348

knowledge. The responses from different models349

are shuffled so the annotators do not know which350

model the response is coming from. Following351

Zhao et al. (2020), we only provides the ground-352

truth knowledge sentences and ask the annotators353

to judge the quality of the responses from three as-354

pects: Fluency, Context Coherence and Knowledge355

Relevance. The annotators assign a score in {0:bad,356

1:fair, 2:good} to each response for each aspect.357

The agreement among the annotators is measured358

via Fleiss’ kappa (Fleiss and Joseph, 1971).359

4 Experimental Results360

4.1 Knowledge Selection (KS)361

Table 3 shows the KS accuracy results of all mod-362

els. Benefiting from the representation ability of363

7The link is https://github.com/huggingface/transformers.
The hyper-parameters which are not introduced in this section
follow the original implementation in the link.

8The code link is https://github.com/facebookresearch/Parl
AI/blob/master/parlai/core/metrics.py.

9They all focus on natural language processing (NLP) and
dialogue systems (DS) and have published papers at interna-
tional conferences related to NLP and DS.

Models
Model-annotated Model/Human

WoW Holl-E Doc2Dial
seen/unseen single/multi validation

TMN 21.6 / 12.1 22.7 / 32.2 43.1
SKT 26.8 / 18.3 29.2 / 38.3 49.5
Dk.Net 26.4 / 19.6 30.0 / 40.3 49.7
K.GPT 28.0 / 25.4 – – / – – – –
DAKS 30.7*/29.7* 38.4*/48.0* 57.3*/59.4*
(-DA) 29.4*/29.0* 39.1*/48.9* 56.7*
(-LDA) 31.6*/30.5* 38.7*/49.9* 58.3*/59.1*

Table 3: KS results (Hits@1) on the WoW Test
seen/unseen, Holl-E Test single/multi-reference and
Doc2Dial validation sets. "K.GPT"/"Dk.Net" stands
for "KnowledGPT"/"DukeNet", respectively. DukeNet
model is the base model to do the significant test for our
models (* means statistically significant with p<0.01).

BERT, the SKT and DukeNet have fairly close per- 364

formance and both outperform the TMN. Knowl- 365

edGPT also leverages BERT as an encoder and uses 366

LSTM to sequentially select knowledge sentences. 367

It outperforms DukeNet by 1.6/5.8 on WoW Test 368

seen/unseen. Our DAKS model achieves the new 369

state-of-the-art results, it outperforms the strong 370

KnowledGPT 2.7/4.3 on WoW Test seen/unseen, 371

respectively. On the Holl-E dataset, DAKS out- 372

performs DukeNet 8.4/7.7 on Test single/multi- 373

reference, respectively. On the Doc2Dial valida- 374

tion set, DAKS surpasses DukeNet around 7.6/9.7 375

with Model/Human-annotated DAs, respectively. 376

Our method surpasses the strong BERT-based mod- 377

els and shows significant advantages in selecting 378

knowledge sentences. 379

4.1.1 Ablation Study in KS 380

In Table 3, DAKS(-DA) has a lower performance 381

than DAKS on WoW and Doc2Dial, which shows 382

that DAKS benefit from DA when performing KS. 383

The reason why leveraging DA helps KS can also 384

be explained by the dialogue example in Figure 1. 385

When the prediction module predicts a "query con- 386

dition" DA for the second turn, it means the model 387

needs to clarify some pre-condition before it can 388

choose a final answer for the first question. When 389

the prediction module predicts a "respond solution" 390

DA, it means the model is confident to predict the 391

final answer for the first question. Different DAs 392

can entail different KS results. The overall KS ac- 393

curacy improvement verifies DAKS can leverage 394

DA to find proper knowledge. 395

On the other hand, (-DA) outperforms DAKS 396

on Holl-E. The reason lies in the dialogue mode. 397

When constructing dialogues in Holl-E, the work- 398

ers acting the role of agents were asked to only 399
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90

95

DA prediction accuracy

WoW_seen WoW_unseen Holl-E_single Holl-E_multi Doc2Dial

0.000
0.025 KS improvement ratio [DAKS/DAKS(-DA) - 1]

Figure 3: Comparison of DA prediction accuracy and
KS improvement ratio when using model-annotated DA.

add a few words before or after the selected knowl-400

edge sentence to construct a response. Hence al-401

most all agent turns are providing information and402

own "inform" DA labels, which entails a less natu-403

ral dialogue mode compared to WoW/Doc2Dial10.404

Therefore, the guidance of model-annotated DAs405

is weaker on Holl-E. To verify our conjecture that406

model-annotated DA works better on a more nat-407

ural dialogue, we compare the model-annotated408

DA prediction accuracy and KS improving rate409

(DAKS/(-DA) - 1) in Figure 3. We can see that the410

DA prediction accuracy of Holl-E is the highest.411

This means the DA mode in Holl-E is the simplest412

and easy to predict. However, the KS improving413

rate of Holl-E is the lowest, which means DAKS414

can not leverage DA to guide KS in this simple415

and unnatural dialogue mode. Similarly, Doc2Dial416

is constructed under pre-defined human-annotated417

DAs. The workers need to consider the pre-given418

DA when constructing the dialogue. This restric-419

tion makes the dialogues in Doc2Dial less natural420

than WoW. in Figure 3, the higher improvement421

ratio of WoW than Doc2Dial again verifies our422

conjecture.423

The results of (-LDA) in Table 3 reflect how424

much reduction the multi-task learning schema425

caused on KS. (-LDA) outperforms DAKS on most426

data except Doc2Dial with human-annotated DA.427

The results show that adding DA (model-annotated)428

prediction loss reduces the KS accuracy. How-429

ever, when leveraging real human-annotated DA,430

the multi-task learning schema improves the KS431

accuracy. This comparison shows that 1) the432

human-annotated DA is more powerful than model-433

annotated ones in multi-task learning schema; 2)434

it is possible to balance the multi-task learning435

schema and the KS performance by eliminating the436

gap between model and human annotated DAs.437

10In Table 2, the "inform" label ratio is 79.0%/79.1%/84.0%
for WoW/Doc2Dial/Holl-E, respectively. The higher ratio of
"inform" means more unbalanced DA labels and more simple
and unnatural dialogue mode. It is another evidence that the
naturalness of three datasets is (WoW/Doc2Dial)>Holl-E.

Models PPL F1(%) BLEU-4(%)
WoW Test seen/unseen (model-annotated DA)

TMN 66.5/103.6 15.9/14.3 1.35/0.43
SKT 52.0/81.4 19.3/16.1 1.76/1.05
DukeNet 52.0/79.3 19.4/17.2 2.43/1.68
K.GPT 19.2/22.3 22.0/20.5 2.34/1.81
DAKS 20.5*/20.0* 20.6*/20.5* 2.59*/2.40*
(-DA) 20.9*/21.1* 19.6*/19.3* 2.53*/2.31
(GT) 8.9*/ 9.4* 29.2*/ 28.8* 4.90*/ 4.80*
Holl-E Test single/multi reference (model-annotated DA)
TMN 66.5/90.1 15.9/14.1 6.77/8.98
SKT 48.9/28.5 29.8/36.5 17.81/24.69
DukeNet 48.2/27.8 29.3/36.4 19.15/26.83
DAKS 16.6*/11.2* 38.9/45.2* 29.80*/36.61*
(-DA) 15.8*/11.3 39.4*/45.0* 28.51*/35.38*
(GT) 2.3*/2.3* 76.6*/76.6* 72.80*/72.80*

Doc2Dial validation (model/human-annotated DA)
DukeNet 30.6 39.6 19.45
DAKS 5.1*/4.9* 45.9*/46.3* 25.21*/25.20*
(-DA) 5.3* 44.5* 24.65
(GT) 3.8*/3.1* 51.1*/53.9* 28.01*/30.80*

Table 4: RG experimental results on the WoW Test
seen/unseen, Holl-E Test single/multi-reference, and
Doc2Dial validation sets. DukeNet is the base model
to do the significant test for our models, values with *
mean statistically significant with p<0.01. "K.GPT" is
short for "KnowledGPT".

4.1.2 Human/Model-annotated DA in KS 438

In Table 3, DAKS using model-annotated DAs 439

has a comparable performance with using human- 440

annotated DAs. However, we still notice that there 441

is a 2.1 KS accuracy gap between using human 442

and model annotated DAs. Eliminating this gap 443

requires further research. Since we only annotate 444

4 classes of DA and the label distribution is unbal- 445

anced. Future research could pay attention to more 446

balanced/kinds of DAs, and multi-label DAs. More 447

details about the KS are in Appendix C, D, and E. 448

4.2 Response Generation (RG) 449

Table 4 shows automatic evaluation results of 450

RG11. For baseline models, benefiting from the 451

knowledge selection accuracy, SKT and Duck- 452

Net outperform the TMN. KnowledGPT is the 453

state-of-the-art model in RG and outperforms SKT 454

and DukeNet on most metrics. The reason in- 455

cludes: 1) KnowledGPT is more accurate in KS 456

than SKT/DukeNet; 2) The knowledge packed in 457

the parameters of GPT-2 helps the generation. Our 458

DAKS model achieves new state-of-the-art perfor- 459

mance on most metrics in all datasets. Especially 460

when comparing DAKS to DukeNet on Holl-E and 461

Doc2Dial. However, DAKS has a lower F1 com- 462

pared to KnowledGPT on WoW. It shows that the 463

11More automatic metrics about the RG are in Appendix F.
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Models Flu. Coh. Rel. Kappa
WoW Test unseen (model-annotated DA)

K.GPT 1.67 1.50 1.61 0.66
DAKS 1.68 1.61 1.63 0.71
(-DA) 1.66 1.55 1.60 0.71

Doc2Dial validation (model/human-annotated DA)
Dk.Net 1.63 1.42 1.53 0.62
DAKS 1.68/1.72 1.60/1.63 1.65/1.66 0.68/0.70
(-DA) 1.67 1.57 1.59 0.67

Table 5: Manual evaluation on the WoW Test unseen
and Doc2Dial validation sets. "Flu."/"Coh."/"Rel."/
"K.GPT"/"Dk.Net" means "Fluency"/"Context Co-
herence"/"Knowledge Relevance"/"KnowledGPT"/"Du-
keNet", respectively.

advantage of DAKS on response generation is not464

as obvious as it achieved on KS accuracy. This in-465

dicates 1) the RG is a harder task than KS and has466

more influencing factors that need to be considered,467

higher KS accuracy does not necessarily guarantee468

a better performance; 2) the two separately trained469

modules of DAKS are inferior to the joint training470

methods in KnowledGPT. We take jointly training471

as future work; 3) the automatic evaluation metrics472

alone may not be sufficient to reflect the dialogue473

quality, so manual evaluations are needed.474

Table 5 shows manual evaluation results of475

RG. We compare DukeNet and KnowledGPT with476

DAKS. All models are compared on Fluency / Con-477

text Coherence / Knowledge Relevance. DAKS is478

better than KnowledGPT on WoW Test unseen set479

and better than DukeNet on Doc2Dial validation480

set. The results are consistent with automatic evalu-481

ations. The overall inter-rater agreement measured482

by Fliess’ Kappa ranges from 0.62 to 0.71, indi-483

cating substantial agreement among the annotators.484

The manual evaluation further verifies that DAKS485

is a new state-of-the-art DGD model.486

4.2.1 Ablation Study in RG487

Table 4 and 5 also show the ablation Study re-488

sults in RG. Both automatic and manual evalua-489

tion show that DAKS outperforms DAKS(-DA) on490

WoW and Doc2Dial. Comparing PPL/F1/BLEU-4491

of DAKS to that of DAKS(-DA), the improving492

ratio on the WoW Test unseen is 5.2%/6.2%/3.9%,493

the improving ratio on the Doc2Dial validation is494

3.8%/3.1%/2.3%. In the analysis of KS, we out-495

lined that the dialogue in WoW is more natural than496

Doc2Dial. The comparison between DAKS and497

DAKS(-DA) in RG further confirms that DA infor-498

mation is more helpful when the dialogue is more499

natural. On the other hand, the big gap between500

cheerleading
"it can be performed to 
motivate sports teams, 
entertain the audience, or for 
competition.  competitive 
routines typically range 
anywhere from one to 
three minutes, and contain 
components of tumbling, 
dance, jumps, cheers, and 
stunting . . . ."

Dialogue Context Document

Responses from different models

laziness
"laziness (... indolence) 
is disinclination to 
activity or exertion 
despite having the 
ability to act or  exert 
oneself. it is often used 
as a pejorative; terms 
for a person seen to be 
lazy include couch 
potato, slacker, and 
bludger. . . ."

User: "I know exactly how you feel. I can get pretty lazy."

Agent: "More formally some call laziness a disinclination 
to activity or exertion despite having the ability to act."

User: "I am trying not to become too lazy. "

DAKS: "Laziness is sometimes used as a pejorative, though that can be an 
interesting thing to say."

User Dialogue Act: "inform"

Agent Dialogue Act: "inform"

User Dialogue Act: "inform"

Ground truth Dialogue Act: "inform"

KnowledGPT: "i am not either. laziness is a habit rather than a mental health issue."

DAKS(-DA): "The term is commonly used for someone seen to be lazy."

DAKS Predicted Dialogue Act: "inform"

Dialogue Context Document

Responses from different models

Reference response in dataset

Agent: "Yes me too, particularly since some people used 
it as a pejorative as well as other terms like couch potato 
or slacker."

Reference response in dataset

How to transfer a 
registration to another 
vehicle "...For all other 
counties , see our office 
locations and hours. 
Make a Reservation If 
you dont want to 
transfer the registration 
, you must surrender 
the vehicle plates to 
the DMV. You may be 
eligible to receive a 
refund if you 
surrender the plates 
before the registration 
expires.  . . ."

User: "Can I bring only the copy of the Certificate of 
Title?"

Agent: "Must carry original New York State Certificate of 
Title or certified copy, not a photocopy with property 
transfer section completed by seller."

User: "and should I deliver the plates?"

DAKS: "yes and it is vitally important that you surrender the plates to the DMV 
to avoid penalties."

Model/Human-annotated DA: "inform"/"query solution"

Model/Human-annotated DA: "inform"/"respond solution"

Model/Human-annotated DA: "inform"/"query solution"

Model-annotated DA: "inform"

DAKS(-DA): "you can transfer the registration and vehicle plates to another vehicle 
you own."

DAKS Predicted DA: "inform"

Dialogue Context Document

Responses from different models

Agent: "If you do not want to transfer the registration, 
you must deliver the vehicle plates to the DMV. You may 
be eligible for a refund if you turn in the plates before 
registration expires."

Reference response in dataset

DAKS: "you must surrender the vehicle plates to the DMV. You may be eligible 
to receive a refund if you surrender the plates before the registration expires."

Human-annotated DA: "respond solution" DAKS Predicted: "respond solution"

VA Education Benefits 
| Veterans Affairs 
" . . . Get GI Bill and 
other education 
benefits. About GI Bill 
benefits  Learn how 
the GI Bill works and 
explore your options 
to pay for school or 
training. Eligibility 
See if you're eligible 
for GI Bill or other VA 
education benefits. . . ."

User: "Yes, I would like to look at the page."

Agent: "You will then be able to learn about GI Bill and 
other education benefits, manage your Veterans education 
benefits and find more resources."

User: "Can I learn about getting GI Bill and other 
education benefits?"

DAKS: "Yes, you can learn about how the GI Bill works and explore your 
options to pay for school or training."

Model/Human-annotated DA:"inform"/"response positive"

Model/Human-annotated DA:"inform"/"respond solution"

Model/Human-annotated DA:"question"/"query condition"

Model-annotated DA: "inform"

DAKS(-DA): "Yes, we can help you learn how the GI Bill works and explore 
your options to pay for school or training."

DAKS Predicted DA: "inform"

Dialogue Context Document

Responses from different models

Agent: "You will learn how the GI Bill works and explore 
your options to pay for school or training."

Reference response in dataset

DAKS: "Sure, we have some resources available on the page."

Human-annotated DA:"respond solution" DAKS Predicted:"respond solution pos"

User Dialogue Act: "question"

Agent: "Oh no, I could handle chanting slogans but 
there is no way I could perform any of the intense 
stunt activities they do . I'd break many bones ha ."

User: "haha i've actually been to a few competition 
events they were cool lots of people attended ."

User: "ah have you ever did it before ?"

Agent Dialogue Act: "inform"

User Dialogue Act: "inform"

Agent: "I bet they were neat to watch, dancing, jumping, tumbling and cheering 
around. How long did the competitions last ?"

KnowledGPT: "i've never been to one but i know they can be fun to watch. they 
can motivate sports teams, entertain the audience, or even compete in."

DAKS(-DA): "Oh yea, I've been to a few too, but I've mostly just been doing 
tumbling dance and jumping jump cheerleading. They make me happy too."

Ground truth Dialogue Act:"question"

DAKS: "What kind of competition? There is a competitive routine that goes fr-
om one minute to three minutes. I have never seen it, but I would love to see it."

DAKS Predicted Dialogue Act:"question"

Figure 4: Dialogue case from WoW Test seen.

DAKS and DAKS(GT) in Table 4 indicates that we 501

are far from exploiting the full potential of current 502

pre-trained models in the DGD task. 503

4.2.2 Human/Model-annotated DA in RG 504

Table 4 and 5 report the results when DAKS us- 505

ing model/human-annotated DAs on Doc2Dial val- 506

idation set. In general, leveraging the human- 507

annotated DAs is better than using model-annotated 508

DAs. However, their performances are very close. 509

Similar to the analysis in KS, the generation exper- 510

iments again verify that the model-annotated DAs 511

can play a comparable role to the human-annotated 512

ones in our model. 513

4.2.3 Case Study 514

In Figure 4, we randomly select a dialogue case in 515

WoW Test seen set. The dialogue context, corre- 516

sponding DAs, the golden response in the dataset, 517

and part of the documents are presented. We show 518

the responses of the three best performance mod- 519

els: KnowledGPT, DAKS(-DA), and DAKS. The 520

ground-truth knowledge sentence in the document 521

is bold and green. KnowledGPT fails to select the 522

correct knowledge sentence while both DAKS(- 523

DA) and DAKS succeed. However, the response 524

from DAKS(-DA) is not context coherence, which 525

shows that the RG is a challenging task even when 526

the model selects the correct knowledge sentence. 527

In contrast, with the assistant of the correctly pre- 528

dicted DA "question", the DAKS not only generates 529

a fluent response with strong context coherence but 530

also gives an informative response starting with a 531

context-related question. More cases and analysis 532

are shown in Appendix A. 533
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5 Related Work534

5.1 Document-grounded Dialogue (DGD)535

The knowledge selection (KS) (Ren et al., 2019;536

Meng et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2020) in DGD task537

is to select dialogue-related information from the538

given document. In terms of the sampling mecha-539

nism that selects the most relevant text fragments,540

KS can be categorized into implicit selection and541

explicit selection. Early implicit KS models(Zhou542

et al., 2018b; Moghe et al., 2018) usually employed543

the attentional Seq-to-Seq memory network to en-544

code the dialogue and document respectively into545

a vector or a sequence of vectors as model mem-546

ory. Then they used the decoder hidden state as a547

query to attentively read the memory. Some later548

work employed matching operations between dia-549

logue and document before constructing the mem-550

ory. Many of them borrowed idea from the MRC551

task (Meng et al., 2019; Ren et al., 2019). In-552

stead of predicting a span, they took advantage553

of cross attention and matching matrix to generate554

a document-length memory for KS. However, the555

implicit methods are difficult to trace the knowl-556

edge they used. As a consequence, some scoring557

and sampling mechanisms were proposed to select558

fragments (usually a sentence) from the document,559

this process can be defined as the explicit selec-560

tion mechanism and they can measure the accu-561

racy of KS (Kim et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2020)562

if the ground-truth labels exist. The scoring meth-563

ods (dot-product attention (Lian et al., 2019), TF-564

IDF similarity (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019), K-565

Nearest-Neighbors (Fan et al., 2020), etc.) in these566

models aim to match dialogue context with each567

pre-segmented text piece respectively and generate568

a preference distribution over them (Meng et al.,569

2020; Ahn et al., 2020). Besides dialogue context,570

some researchers attempted to utilize supplemen-571

tary information to facilitate explicit KS. Liu et al.572

(2019b) aligned each knowledge sentence with a573

vertex in a knowledge graph and used Reinforce-574

ment Learning to train the reasoning policy over575

the graph. Zheng et al. (2020) argued that the differ-576

ence between the knowledge sentence selected at577

different dialogue turns provided potential clues for578

KS. Our KS method is based on an MRC (Devlin579

et al., 2019) model and belongs to the explicit KS580

method with DA as supplementary information.581

After KS, the DGD models use the selected582

knowledge for informative response generation583

(RG). Li et al. (2019) used a deliberation decoder to584

improve context coherence and knowledge correct- 585

ness. Wang et al. (2019) investigated three different 586

approaches (Concatenate, Alternate and Interleave) 587

to combine context and knowledge encodings into 588

a Transformer type decoder. Prabhumoye et al. 589

(2021) added cross-attention layers into a BART 590

(Lewis et al., 2020) model to integrate context and 591

document information into decoder and achieved 592

state-of-the-art performance. Rashkin et al. (2021) 593

added control tokens to the input sequence of the 594

GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) model for certain se- 595

mantic features. Our RG module is also a GPT-2 596

model which leverages DA as the control signal. 597

5.2 Dialogue Act (DA) 598

Dialogue Act is often used rather loosely in the 599

sense of ‘speech act used in dialogue’ (Bunt et al., 600

2010) or ’the intention or the function of an ut- 601

terance in dialogues’ (Kawano et al., 2019). Re- 602

searchers have set up an ISO standard for DA in 603

open-domain dialogue (Bunt et al., 2010, 2020) 604

and this standard has been applied in many studies 605

of dialogue systems (Li et al., 2017; Hedayatnia 606

et al., 2020). However, only a few DGD datasets 607

contain human-annotated DAs (Majumder et al., 608

2020). Feng et al. (2020) showed human-annotated 609

DAs were useful for KS. Hedayatnia et al. (2020) 610

used an automatic tagger to annotate DA but only 611

used DA for RG policy. In this paper, we try to 612

expand the research in this field. First, we train a 613

DA tagger following the ISO standard. Second, we 614

leverage DA for both KS and RG and compare the 615

human/model-annotated DAs in our model. 616

6 Conclusion 617

We propose a DAKS framework that first selects 618

knowledge and predicts the next DA then uses the 619

selected sentence and the predicted DA for RG. We 620

trained an ISO standard DA tagger and annotated 621

three public DGD datasets with the tagger for our 622

experiments. Experimental results show that: 1) 623

leveraging DA can improve KS accuracy and RG 624

quality, especially in a natural dialogue such as 625

WoW; 2) using model-annotated DAs is compara- 626

ble with using the expansive human-annotated ones. 627

Our findings have a positive effect on exploiting 628

DA information in dialogue research. In the future, 629

we would like to study how to eliminate the gap be- 630

tween model-annotated and human-annotated DAs. 631

Specifically, we focus on the unbalanced/multiple 632

DA labels problems in dialogue data. 633
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A Case Study Appendix896

We randomly select two dialogue cases in the897

Doc2Dial Validation set to compare leveraging898

model/human-annotated DAs. In Figure 5, DAKS(-899

DA) and DAKS (using model-annotated DA) pre-900

dict the correct knowledge sentence. They generate901

very similar responses to the reference response in902

the dataset. DAKS (using human-annotated DA)903

selects the wrong knowledge and entails a less in-904

formative reply. This case verifies that using model-905

annotated or human-annotated DA could have a906

different impact on KS and RG. Although experi-907

ments show that human-annotated DA is more pow-908

erful, there are still cases that model-annotated DA909

works better. In Figure 6, DAKS(-DA) fails in KS910

cheerleading
"it can be performed to 
motivate sports teams, 
entertain the audience, or for 
competition.  competitive 
routines typically range 
anywhere from one to three 
minutes, and contain 
components of tumbling, 
dance, jumps, cheers, and 
stunting . . . ."

User: "ah have you ever did it before ?"

Agent: "Oh no, I could handle chanting slogans but 
there is no way I could perform any of the intense 
stunt activities they do . I'd break many bones ha ."

User: "haha i've actually been to a few competition 
events they were cool lots of people attended ."

DAKS: "What kind of competition? There is a competitive routine that goes from 
one minute to three minutes. I have never seen it, but I would love to see it."

User Dialogue Act: "question"

Agent Dialogue Act: "inform"

User Dialogue Act: "inform"

Ground truth Dialogue Act: "question"

KnowledGPT: "i've never been to one but i know they can be fun to watch. they 
can motivate sports teams, entertain the audience, or even compete in."

DAKS(-DA): "Oh yea, I've been to a few too, but I've mostly just been doing 
tumbling dance and jumping jump cheerleading. They make me happy too."

DAKS Predicted Dialogue Act: "question"

Dialogue Context Document

Responses from different models

laziness
"laziness (... indolence) 
is disinclination to 
activity or exertion 
despite having the 
ability to act or  exert 
oneself. it is often used 
as a pejorative; terms 
for a person seen to be 
lazy include couch 
potato, slacker, and 
bludger. . . ."

User: "I know exactly how you feel. I can get pretty lazy."

Agent: "More formally some call laziness a disinclination 
to activity or exertion despite having the ability to act."

User: "I am trying not to become too lazy. "

DAKS: "Laziness is sometimes used as a pejorative, though that can be an 
interesting thing to say."

User Dialogue Act: "inform"

Agent Dialogue Act: "inform"

User Dialogue Act: "inform"

Ground truth Dialogue Act: "inform"

KnowledGPT: "i am not either. laziness is a habit rather than a mental health issue."

DAKS(-DA): "The term is commonly used for someone seen to be lazy."

DAKS Predicted Dialogue Act: "inform"

Dialogue Context Document

Responses from different models

Agent: "I bet they were neat to watch, dancing, jumping, tumbling and cheering 
around. How long did the competitions last ?"

Reference response in dataset

Agent: "Yes me too, particularly since some people used 
it as a pejorative as well as other terms like couch potato 
or slacker."

Reference response in dataset

How to transfer a 
registration to another 
vehicle "...For all other 
counties , see our office 
locations and hours. 
Make a Reservation If 
you dont want to 
transfer the registration 
, you must surrender 
the vehicle plates to 
the DMV. You may be 
eligible to receive a 
refund if you 
surrender the plates 
before the registration 
expires.  . . ."

User: "Can I bring only the copy of the Certificate of 
Title?"

Agent: "Must carry original New York State Certificate of 
Title or certified copy, not a photocopy with property 
transfer section completed by seller."

User: "and should I deliver the plates?"

DAKS: "yes and it is vitally important that you surrender the plates to the DMV 
to avoid penalties."

Model/Human-annotated DA: "inform"/"query solution"

Model/Human-annotated DA: "inform"/"respond solution"

Model/Human-annotated DA: "inform"/"query solution"

Model-annotated DA: "inform"

DAKS(-DA): "you can transfer the registration and vehicle plates to another vehicle 
you own."

DAKS Predicted DA: "inform"

Dialogue Context Document

Responses from different models

Agent: "If you do not want to transfer the registration, 
you must deliver the vehicle plates to the DMV. You may 
be eligible for a refund if you turn in the plates before 
registration expires."

Reference response in dataset

DAKS: "you must surrender the vehicle plates to the DMV. You may be eligible 
to receive a refund if you surrender the plates before the registration expires."

Human-annotated DA: "respond_solution" DAKS Predicted: "respond_solution"

VA Education Benefits 
| Veterans Affairs 
" . . . Get GI Bill and 
other education 
benefits. About GI Bill 
benefits  Learn how 
the GI Bill works and 
explore your options 
to pay for school or 
training. Eligibility 
See if you're eligible 
for GI Bill or other VA 
education benefits. . . ."

User: "Yes, I would like to look at the page."

Agent: "You will then be able to learn about GI Bill and 
other education benefits, manage your Veterans education 
benefits and find more resources."

User: "Can I learn about getting GI Bill and other 
education benefits?"

DAKS: "Yes, you can learn about how the GI Bill works and explore your 
options to pay for school or training."

Model/Human-annotated DA:"inform"/"response positive"

Model/Human-annotated DA:"inform"/"respond solution"

Model/Human-annotated DA:"question"/"query condition"

Model-annotated DA: "inform"

DAKS(-DA): "Yes, we can help you learn how the GI Bill works and explore 
your options to pay for school or training."

DAKS Predicted DA: "inform"

Dialogue Context Document

Responses from different models

Agent: "You will learn how the GI Bill works and explore 
your options to pay for school or training."

Reference response in dataset

DAKS: "Sure, we have some resources available on the page."

Human-annotated DA: "respond solution" DAKS Predicted: "respond solution"

Figure 5: The 1st case from Doc2Dial Validation set.
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entertain the audience, or for 
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anywhere from one to three 
minutes, and contain 
components of tumbling, 
dance, jumps, cheers, and 
stunting . . . ."

User: "ah have you ever did it before ?"

Agent: "Oh no, I could handle chanting slogans but 
there is no way I could perform any of the intense 
stunt activities they do . I'd break many bones ha ."
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events they were cool lots of people attended ."
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can motivate sports teams, entertain the audience, or even compete in."

DAKS(-DA): "Oh yea, I've been to a few too, but I've mostly just been doing 
tumbling dance and jumping jump cheerleading. They make me happy too."
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Dialogue Context Document

Responses from different models

laziness
"laziness (... indolence) 
is disinclination to 
activity or exertion 
despite having the 
ability to act or  exert 
oneself. it is often used 
as a pejorative; terms 
for a person seen to be 
lazy include couch 
potato, slacker, and 
bludger. . . ."

User: "I know exactly how you feel. I can get pretty lazy."

Agent: "More formally some call laziness a disinclination 
to activity or exertion despite having the ability to act."

User: "I am trying not to become too lazy. "

DAKS: "Laziness is sometimes used as a pejorative, though that can be an 
interesting thing to say."

User Dialogue Act: "inform"

Agent Dialogue Act: "inform"

User Dialogue Act: "inform"

Ground truth Dialogue Act: "inform"

KnowledGPT: "i am not either. laziness is a habit rather than a mental health issue."

DAKS(-DA): "The term is commonly used for someone seen to be lazy."

DAKS Predicted Dialogue Act: "inform"

Dialogue Context Document

Responses from different models

Agent: "I bet they were neat to watch, dancing, jumping, tumbling and cheering 
around. How long did the competitions last ?"

Reference response in dataset

Agent: "Yes me too, particularly since some people used 
it as a pejorative as well as other terms like couch potato 
or slacker."

Reference response in dataset

How to transfer a 
registration to another 
vehicle "...For all other 
counties , see our office 
locations and hours. 
Make a Reservation If 
you dont want to 
transfer the registration 
, you must surrender 
the vehicle plates to 
the DMV. You may be 
eligible to receive a 
refund if you 
surrender the plates 
before the registration 
expires.  . . ."

User: "Can I bring only the copy of the Certificate of 
Title?"

Agent: "Must carry original New York State Certificate of 
Title or certified copy, not a photocopy with property 
transfer section completed by seller."

User: "and should I deliver the plates?"

DAKS: "yes and it is vitally important that you surrender the plates to the DMV 
to avoid penalties."

Model/Human-annotated DA: "inform"/"query solution"

Model/Human-annotated DA: "inform"/"respond solution"

Model/Human-annotated DA: "inform"/"query solution"
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DAKS(-DA): "you can transfer the registration and vehicle plates to another vehicle 
you own."

DAKS Predicted DA: "inform"

Dialogue Context Document

Responses from different models

Agent: "If you do not want to transfer the registration, 
you must deliver the vehicle plates to the DMV. You may 
be eligible for a refund if you turn in the plates before 
registration expires."

Reference response in dataset

DAKS: "you must surrender the vehicle plates to the DMV. You may be eligible 
to receive a refund if you surrender the plates before the registration expires."

Human-annotated DA: "respond_solution" DAKS Predicted: "respond_solution"

VA Education Benefits 
| Veterans Affairs 
" . . . Get GI Bill and 
other education 
benefits. About GI Bill 
benefits  Learn how 
the GI Bill works and 
explore your options 
to pay for school or 
training. Eligibility 
See if you're eligible 
for GI Bill or other VA 
education benefits. . . ."

User: "Yes, I would like to look at the page."

Agent: "You will then be able to learn about GI Bill and 
other education benefits, manage your Veterans education 
benefits and find more resources."

User: "Can I learn about getting GI Bill and other 
education benefits?"

DAKS: "Yes, you can learn about how the GI Bill works and explore your 
options to pay for school or training."

Model/Human-annotated DA:"inform"/"response positive"

Model/Human-annotated DA:"inform"/"respond solution"

Model/Human-annotated DA:"question"/"query condition"

Model-annotated DA: "inform"

DAKS(-DA): "Yes, we can help you learn how the GI Bill works and explore 
your options to pay for school or training."

DAKS Predicted DA: "inform"

Dialogue Context Document

Responses from different models

Agent: "You will learn how the GI Bill works and explore 
your options to pay for school or training."

Reference response in dataset

DAKS: "Sure, we have some resources available on the page."

Human-annotated DA: "respond solution" DAKS Predicted: "respond solution"

Figure 6: The 2nd case from Doc2Dial Validation set.

while DAKS with both model/human-annotated 911

DAs succeed. However, both responses from 912

DAKS have logistic mistakes since they use only 913

the KS results as external knowledge and ignore 914

the pre-condition knowledge "If you don t want 915

to transfer the registration" in the document. In 916

contrast, DAKS(-DA) gives a reasonable response 917

even without the ground-truth knowledge. This 918

case shows that although adding DA information 919

help the KS, the small inconsistency between the 920

ground-truth knowledge and the reference response 921

in the dataset could still harm the RG performance 922

of our model. In conclusion, the case studies verify 923

that DA information can help to perform KS and 924

utilize the selected information for response gen- 925

eration. However, the quality of response is easily 926

influenced by a number of factors, such as the bias 927
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Dataset ’inform’ DA ’question’ DA ’directive’ DA ’commissive’ DA total A.L.U.
DailyDialog 45,469 28,994 17,267 9,296 101,026 13.8
Switchboard 82,176 9,097 708 99 92,080 10.6
AMI 7,231 0 3,187 549 10,967 16.2
Maptask 1,530 994 2,121 0 4,645 10.7
Total-for-training 136,406 39,085 23,283 9,944 208,718 12.5
WoW-for-testing 176 15 8 1 200 16.8
Holl-E-for-testing 81 16 2 1 100 15.4
Total-for-testing 257 31 10 2 300 12.5

Table 6: Dataset statistics with human-annotated DAs for training and testing the DA tagger. "A.L.U." is short for
average length per utterance. The testing data are manually annotated by us.

of the data itself.928

B DA Tagger Appendix929

We use four datasets to construct the training data930

for the DA tagger. The statistic of the training data931

is shown in Table 6. The DailyDialog is dialogues932

in daily communication way and covers various933

topics about daily life. The Switchboard corpus934

is a dataset of transcribed open-domain telephone935

conversations. The AMI contains transcriptions of936

meeting recordings of the European-funded AMI937

project, a consortium dedicated to the research938

and development of technology. Maptask is939

dialogues involving two participants, one with a940

route marked map which must instruct the other941

to draw the same route on an empty map. These942

datasets contain human-annotated DAs related to943

ISO standards. We map the DAs in these datasets944

to ’inform’/’question’/’directive’/’commissive’.945

For example, utterances with ’suggest’/’request’946

DAs are mapped to ’directive’ DA. Please refer to947

Mezza et al. (2018) for more details. We process948

the data based on the code released by Mezza949

et al. (2018). Noticed that we only keep the950

utterances longer than 2 words12. Table 6 also951

presents the testing data we manually annotated952

from WoW and Holl-E. The DA tagger achieves953

88.7%/100%/100%/50%/93.7% accuracy for ”in-954

form"/"question"/"directive"/"commissive"/"total"955

of the testing data, respectively. The overall ac-956

curacy of 93.7% shows that the DA tagger is957

well-trained and can be used for our experiments.958

C Span-Revision Appendix959

The prediction module in DAKS selects a span in960

a document. When the start and end positions are961

within or across sentences, we expand, move, or962

truncate a span into a whole sentence. We illustrate963

12For instance, there are 223,607 utterances in Switchboard,
we only keep 98,264 of them.

User: "What do I need to know 
about renewing my ID card? "

Dialogue Act: "query condition"

Agent: "Are you over the age 
of 21 or will you be 21 soon?"

Predicted DA: "query condition"

. . . If you are turning 21 
soon ,  Wait until you are 
within 40 days of your 
21st birthday to renew. If 
you renew 41 days or 
more before your 21st 
birthday , your ID will 
have UNDER 21 on it. . . .

DA-aware 
Context

Generation Module

1

If you are turning 21 soon

DA

Context

Knowledge 
Selection

Prediction Module

Document Next DA 
Prediction

Context

Predicted DA

DA-aware 
Context

(Knowledge/DA)
-aware Context

5

Predicted span

Predicted span

Predicted span

Predicted span

Sentence 1 Sentence 2 Sentence 3

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Figure 7: Dialogue case from WoW Test unseen.
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Figure 8: Weight coefficient α in the prediction module.

the Span Revision method in Figure 7, all 4 cases 964

select sentence 2 as the knowledge after revision. 965

D Weight-coefficient Appendix 966

There is a weight coefficient α in the prediction 967

module to balance the LDA and LKS . Figure 8 968

shows the experiments on Doc2Dial validation set 969

to determine α. The abscissa represents the values 970

of α:(1-α). The ordinate shows the KS accuracy 971

and the DA prediction accuracy, we choose α = 972

0.25 (1:3) when the KS accuracy is the highest. A 973

similar trend of α is observed on WoW and Holl-E. 974

E Language Model for KS Appendix 975

We use BERT-base model as the prediction module 976

for a fair comparison with the baselines. When 977

using RoBERTa-base or ELECTRA-base instead 978

of BERT-base, we can get a higher performance, 979

Table 7 shows the KS results on the Doc2Dial val- 980

idation set. It shows that leveraging DA is useful 981

with different pre-trained models and RoBERTa is 982

the strongest among the three models. 983
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Models Model/Human-annotated DA
DAKS(BERT) 57.3 / 59.4
DAKS(RoBERTa) 59.4* / 61.3*
DAKS(ELECTRA) 58.8* / 60.5*

Table 7: Knowledge selection results (Hits@1) on the
Doc2Dial Validation set. We take the DAKS(BERT)
model as the base model to do the significant test, values
with * mean statistically significant with p<0.01.

Models ROUGE-L Dist-1(%) Dist-2(%)
WoW Test seen/unseen (model-annotated DA)

TMN 15.7/14.4 3.4/2.6 10.5/6.8
SKT 17.6/16.1 7.6/3.1 27.3/16.1
DukeNet 18.5/17.1 8.6/5.0 28.4/18.0
K.GPT 18.8/17.5 10.0/9.5 30.2/24.5
DAKS 18.9*/17.8* 10.5*/9.9* 31.6*/26.8*
(-DA) 18.7*/17.6* 10.2*/9.6 30.5*/25.9*

Table 8: ROUGE-L and Distinct results on the WoW
Test seen/unseen sets. We take the DukeNet model as
the base model to do the significant test, values with *
mean statistically significant with p<0.05. "K.GPT" is
short for "KnowledGPT".

F More Metrics for RG Appendix984

We provide ROUGE-L (Lin, 2004) and Distinct-985

(1/2) (Li et al., 2016) for WoW in Table 8. ROUGE986

is based on the calculation of the recall rate of the987

common sub-sequence of generating response and988

the real one. Distinct measures the diversity of989

responses by calculating the proportion of distinct990

n-grams in the total number of n-grams. The higher991

values of them mean a better generation quality.992

Table 8 shows that DAKS outperforms baseline993

models on these two metrics, which further verifies994

the superior of our model.995

G Ethical Statement Appendix996

The datasets we used in this paper are all English997

data from previously published papers and are all998

publicly available. We did not make any changes999

to the data so there are no data ethical problems in1000

this research.1001
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